Let En be the «-dimensional
Euclidean space and let K be a bounded closed convex set in En. For any direction u there are exactly two supporting hyperplanes of K, orthogonal to u, and the distance S)U(K) between them is called the width of K in the direction u. By a hyperplane we always mean one of dimension «-1.
K is called a set of constant width 1, or briefly of width 1, if DU(K) = 1 for all u. A sphere Sr(x) denotes the closed solid sphere in En of radius r about the center x. ST(x) is the circum-sphere (the in-sphere) of K if KESr(x)(Sr(x)EK) and the radius r is smallest (largest) possible. We shall prove the following Theorem 1. Let KEEn be a set of width 1. Then K has a unique circum-sphere Sr(P), a unique in-sphere Sr(q) and
r+R=l,
Further, in both estimates of (1) we have either the strict inequality together or equality together, and the latter occurs if and only if K contains a unit regular n-simplex.
In the proof free use will be made of the standard properties of convex sets in general and sets of constant width in particular.
For these see the standard reference [l].
2. The existence of a unique circum-sphere Sr(P) follows at once from the observation that the intersection of two spheres of equal radii and distinct centers is a subset of a sphere of smaller radius.
The existence of a unique r such that Sr(q) is the in-sphere of K for some q or q's follows from a simple compactness argument and we have r = max min | xy \ xeK ye(B(¿0 where ®(K) is the boundary of K. Suppose now that there are two in-spheres Sr(gi) and Sr(qî), qiT^q^. It follows then that Sr(g3) is also an in-sphere for any q$ on the open segment (qiq¡) ; therefore the set V = ®(K)i\Sr(q3) is not empty, let tEV. Let also H be the hyperplane through t orthogonal to tq3. Then H is a supporting hyperplane both of Sr(qi) and K. Since II cannot intersect the interiors of ST(qi) and Sr(q2) it follows that H supports both these spheres. If we let Xi = Hf~^Sr(qi) then the straight segment XiX2 lies in ($>(K). However, the boundary of a set of constant width cannot contain straight segments, or in other words, every point of it is extremal. This leads to a contradiction and so qi = q2 = q say. We have proved the existence and uniqueness of both spheres.
It is a consequence of the definition of constant width that if Hi and H2 are two distinct parallel supporting hyperplanes of K and Xi = Hii~\($>(K), x2 = H2C\($>(K), then |xiX2| =1 and XiX2 is orthogonal to Hi and H2. Let x, y, z be three collinear points such that yCK -(S>(K) is fixed and x, z£03(i£) are variable. It follows from the previous observation that if |xy| is minimum then |yz| is maximum and conversely, while in either case |xz| =1. As a consequence we have
which implies that i-R^r and R^l-r, proving (2) .
By the theorem of Jung [2; 3] we have
This together with (2) implies (1) . (3) is a simple corollary since by (4) and (2) Sr(p)CK and so by the uniqueness of the in-sphere p = q. This concludes the proof of the first part of our theorem. 4. It remains to be shown that if a set K of width 1 has the circumsphere Sr(o) and R= [w/2(w + l)]1/2 then K contains a unit regular «-simplex. Since K is convex it suffices to show that K contains the « + 1 vertices of such simplex. We need first a few lemmas. Let
it is easy to show that X(K) contains at least two distinct points. However, given j nonnegative numbers oti, ■ ■ • , ay whose sum is 1, the sum of their squares attains its minimum i/j for «i= • • • =a3-= i/j. Hence by (13) l/;'i£l/(» + l) and soj^» + l, which proves the lemma.
Since oCG(X) and by Lemma 2 X = X(K) contains at least » + 1 points, there exists a subset U of X such that ¿7= {xi, • • • , x"+i} and oCe(U). 
